The City of Davis
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December 19 & 20, 1980

Music by: Peter Ilyitch Tchaikovsky
Directed by: Bob Bowen
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THANK YOU

Nancy Sequeira, Charlotte French,
Sherri Carletta, Lisa McElroy &
The Sunshine Children's Theatre
Ann Ough
Don Stewart
Bob Jones, Davis Christmas Tree Farm
Alpine Supply
Darrel Winn, UCD Drama Department
Martha Dickman & Davis Comic Opera Co.
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Costumes
Gingerbread house
Property loan
Greenery
Rigging equipment
Properties and set assistance
Piano
Decorative lights
Technical sound assistance
Sound system
CAST

Clara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cami Anderson
Fritz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brian Derrico
Drosselmeyer . . . . . . Mike Horton
Mother . . . . . . . . . . . . . Christie DeMaria
Nutcracker/Prince . . . Steve Larson
Mouse King . . . . . . . . . Marta Wilson
Sugar Plum Fairy . . . . Christine Robinson
Snowflake Queen . . . . . Jocelyn English
Snowflake King . . . . . Rob Westergaard
Mother Marshmallow . . Andrea Kagan
Pipsqueak Mouse . . . . . Julie Bekebrede
Gnomes . . . . . . . . . . . . Nate Ballard
John Westergaard

DANCING DOLLS

Dana Christensen, Allison Steele, Annette Shaff. Leader: Julie Gordon.

NICE


SOLDIERS

Curt Anderson, Daniel Armstrong, Kevin English, David Gortcileb, Brian Miller, Tommy Robinson, Andrew Springer, Lucas Taber, Todd Trisch, Bobby Strickland, David Young, Paige Bintz. Leader: Leslie Tebbutt.

SNOWFLAKES


SPANISH DANCERS

Kerstin Anderson, Dylan Brown, Anthony DeMaria, Sylvia Pierro, Chris Gabor, Mark Salzgitt, Vicki Sequeira, Dana Simmons, Cynthia Shaff, Ian Weiss, Leaders: Susu Kader and Schelly Schwartz.

CHINESE DANCERS

Aimee Hayes, Tanya Alexander, Kathy Westergaard, Giselle Clark, Nina Spurlock, Marisol Clark, Gina Tolentino, Jennifer Steele, Leader: Carol Shen.

RUSSIAN DANCERS

Rafi Moore, Ian Eigenbrod, Greg French, David Anders, Brad Austin, Brandon Ross, Scott Wilkinson, Michelle Makley, Sharaine Bell, Shalini Vijayan, Marisa Shumay, Shelley Cardiff. Leaders: Jenny McGreggor and Susan Puckrand.

PENNWHISTLE DANCERS


GUMDOPS


CLOWN DANCERS


COURT MUSICIANS

Nichole Fogarty, Edward Oyer, Gabriel McVarish, Lawrence Herman, Jonathan Elliot, Jonathan Bernstein, Lisa Nagstaff, Carolyn Shapiro, Shalini Vijayan, Anita Patel, Jeff Hays, Maurice Bell, Sharaine Bell, Julia Ogrydziak. Instructor: Diane Nagstaff.

FLOWER DANCERS

Stacy Donaldson, Maya Baskin, Kristi Richardson, Lisa Beaty, Heather Coates, Tracy Barton. Leader: Lee Anne Loomis.

MUSICAL SETTINGS

ACT I The Christmas Party
Music: "The Overture"

ACT II

Scene I Dancing Dolls
Music: "The Dance"
The Mouse Raid
Music: "The March"

Scene II Visit to the Kingdom of the Sweets
Music: "Waltz of the Snowflakes" "Spanish Dance" (Chocolat)
"Chinese Dance" (Tea)
"Russian Dance" (Trepak)
"Dance of the Mirlitons" (Pennywhistles)
"Mother Marshmallow"
"The Clown"
"Canon"
"Waltz of the Flowers"

ACT III Back Home Again
Music: "Final Waltz"

Audiences attending Friday evening's performance of "The Nutcracker" are invited to participate in the Second Annual Christmas Carol Sing in the Veterans' Theatre beginning at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free and the event is sponsored by the City of Davis and the Davis Enterprise with arrangements by Valley Artist Productions, Inc.